It is shown t hat in normal coo rdi nate calculati ons of t he vibrations of moleculcs it is so metimes adva ntagco lls to calculatc the kin etic-e ncrgy matrix, r at her t ha n t he l'?ciprocal k inetic-energy m atri x. E xp li cit formulas are give n fo r t he elemen ts of the klllCtlC-energy matrix. Illustrative calculalions are given for p ropane, toluene, a nd ethy lbenzene . A se mi e mpiri cal assig nm e nt of t he v ibration frequencies of ethylbe nezene is made on t he basis of these calculations and the spectroscopi c data.
Introduction
For th e purpose of calculating th e t hermodynami c functions (particularly the entropy) of molecules by statistical m ethods, it is importan t that the low freq Llencies of vibrat ion b e assign ed as accurately as possible. When these frcqu encie have not b een observ ed in the spectra, the assignment mu st b e mad e either by analogy witb other molecules, or on the basis of a normal coord inate calculation, usmg fo rce cons tan ts determined from other molecules. E ven when tb e frequencies have bern observed , a preliminary ass ignmen t by analogy or calculation is often necessary for the identification of the observ ed freq uencies. However , a complete normal coordinate analysis for molecules with many atoms is so t ime-consuming as to be impracticable in most investigat ions. Ther efore, an approxima te method of calculating the low skeletal frequencies of large molecules should be of considerable valu e in connectioJl wi th thermodynamic calculations.
I 'f hi s in vestiga tion was performed at t he National Bureau of Standfl rds as part of t he wor k of t he Ameri can P et roleum Insti t ute Resea rch J' roject 44. on the IICollectioJ] , Ana lysis, Calculation, a nd Compilation of D ata. on t hc Propert ies of lIydrocarbons".
' Research Associate on t he American P etroleum Institute R esearch Project <J4 at the Nationa l Burea u of Standards. 3 Associate Supervisor, A merican P etrol eum Inst itu te Research :Projcct 44 ; P rofessor of Chem istry, Univers ity of Ca liforn ia, Berkele)', Calir.
In this paper th ere is describ ed an approximate method that is based on the replacem ent of th e actual molecule by a sem iri gid mod el (of the same dimensions and masses) i n wll ich certain groups of atoms move as rigid u nits. I n this way the number of internal coordinates of tk e molecul e ma y b e redu ced sufficien tly to make the calculation of t he low skel etal frequ encies practicable. The semirigid model should be satisfactory, provided that all th e frequencies of internal motion of the groups ass Llmed to be rigid are either co nsiderably higher t han th e feequen cies to b e calculated, or else do not interact seriously with th em beca use of molecular symm etry or other factors. In order to reduce th e error due to interactions, it is desirable that t h e n ecessary force constants be determLned by analogous (semirigid model) calcul ations on other molecul es in which th e frequencies arc known.
The analysis given in this paper shows that the kinetic-en ergy matrix of a semirigid molecule is usually more easily calculated than the r eciprocal kinetic-enerf!'J ma trix. The reverse is t.ru e fo r a complete normal coordinate calculation for th e molecule. Formulas arc given that r edu ce tb e calculation of the kinetic-en ergy matrix to 11 consid er ation of the masses, moments of n l11SS, and mom ents of inertia of the r igid group . An illustrative calculation is given for ethylbenzene by using force constants determined from propane and toluene. A semiempirical assignment of the vibrational frequencies of ethylbenzene is made on the basis of this calculation and the spectroscopic data. These calculationsfor ethylbenzene were completed in September 1945, were and used in the tables of the thermodynamic properties of ethylbenzene issued November 30, 1945, by the American Petroleum Institute Research Project 44.
II. Mathematical Analysis

Kinetic Energy of Semirigid Molecules
The first step in the normal coordinate analysis of a vibrating system is the computation of the kinetic-energy matrix, or of its reciprocal. Certain general features of the calculation will first be considered. Let the system of n particles be characterized by 3n generalized coordinates, q, six of which refer to over-all translation and rotation of the system (external coordinates), and the remainder of which specify the configuration of the system (internal coordinates). The presen t discussion is concerned only with small distortions of the system from its equilibrium configuration, so that t,he internal coordinates may pe assumed to measure this distortion and to have the value zero at the equilibrium configuration.
The kinetic energy is a quadratic form in the coordinate velocities, the q/s, (1 ) In this equation q is a column matrix, q is a row matrix (the transpose of q), and S is the square symmetric kinetic-energy matrix. In general, the elements of S are functions of t h e q's (not of the q's), but because of the restriction to configurations ncar the equilibrium configuration, S is to be regarded as a constan t matrix here. For reasons that will appeal' presently, it will be convenient to assume that the coordinates are of three types, and to partition the column matrix q accordingly. q=[~:J (2) The kinetic-energy matrix, S may be partitioned into the corresponding submatrices, and it will 2 also be convenient to designate by G the reciprocal of S and to par tition G, (3) The concept of a semirigid molecule, with which this paper is principally concerned , will now be in troduced. A semirigid molecule, as defined h ere, is one in which some of the in ternal coordinates, say the group q3, remain zero throughout the molecular motion, so that q3=0, and q3= 0. Thus, if parts of the molecule move as rigid units in their equilibrium configurations, the internal coordinates of these p'ar ts will remain zero.
The kinetic-energy matrix for a semirigid molecule reduces to (4) as q3=0. The equivalent expression for the kinetic energy is 2T=qlSllql + 2QlSI2q2+ Q2S22q2. (5) The form of th e poten tial-energy expression will now be considered. As Q3 = O, these coordinates do not influence the variable part of the potential energy (the assump tion that q3 = 0 is equivalent to setting the force constants for th ese coordinates equal to infinity). In addition, there will be a group of coordinates, say ql that do not occur in the expression for the potential energy, although ql occurs in the kinetic energy. This group of coordina tes of zero frequency includes th e external coordinates and possibly (as an approximation) some very low frequency internal coordinates, in particular torsional motions. Finally, it will be assumed that the potential energy is a quadratic form in the remaining coordinates (h armonic vibrations) so th at, (6) where F22 is the symmetric potential-energy matrix.
If the Lagrangian equations of a system for which the kinetic and potential energies are given by eq 5 and 6, respectively, are to be integrable, it is necessary to remove by a suitable tran formation the cross term between ql and q2 in th e kinetic energy. Th e existence of this cross term is a consequ('nce of the fact that the initial coordinates, ql have been defined in sllch a way that thf'ir conj ugatE' momenta, PI = (oT /oql), are not independent or qz. As a result, th e momenta PI are not conserved , as they should be, because the coordinates ql do not enter into the potentialenergy expression , and are therefore not acted upon by any forces.
As it is desired to find the proper kinetic-energy matrix for the (arbitrary) internal coordinates qz, it follows that the transformation should leave th ese coordinates unchanged . The most general linear transformation of this type is (7) where En is the unit matrix with the appropriate number of rows and columns. The matrices Tn and TI2 are subject only to th e condition that the transformed kinetic-energy matrix have the form (8) The equivalent expression for the kinetic eller gy is (9) The transformed kinetic-en ergy matrL,\: is obtained by multiplying the original kinetic-energy matrix from the right by the reciprocal of the transformation matrix, and from the left by the transpose of the reciprocal (congruent transformation). Therefore ,
Equation 10 is equivalent to the relations
0= (12)
S;2 = S22-T12T\:;lS12-S\2Tl:;lT12+ T12Tl11S11Tl11T1 2 ( 
)
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Equations 12 and 13 are equivalent, and yield (15) as the condition that there be no cross term between q; and q2 in the kinetic energy.
Equation 15 does not dete rmine Tn or T12 sf'parately, but only the product T\ :;lTI2 , and therefore S;1 is not uniquely determined. However, S;2 is unique, as the combination of eq 14 and 15 yields (16) The matrL" S;2 will be called the reduced kineticenergy matrix for the internal coordinates (excluding those that do not occur in the expression for the potential energy). A result equivalent to eq 16 has been obtainp.d by :Ylajantz [1] 4 by an argument less fundamental than that presented here.
' iVben applied to the external coordinates, . the transformation of eq 7 is equivalent to the application of the conditions that the lineal' a nd angular momenta of the entire molecule are independent of the q2'S. vVhen applied to an internal torsional motion, the transformation is equivalent to the condition, previously stated by Sayvetz [2, 3] , that the momentum conjugate to the torsion should be independent of the (remain ing) q2'S.
An important propert.y of transformations of the type of eq 7 may now be stated. The proof is given in appendix 1. The coordinates Cjl may be divided into two or more gro ups ill various ways, and the transformation applied conseClltively to each group . The over-all transfonnations from ql to q; will not, in general, b e identical. However, the theorem states that all possible transformations of this type lead to the same reduced matrix S;2 . The importan ce of this theorem is that in practice it is convenient to apply the transformation consecutively to translation, rotation, and finally, in some cases, to certain internal coordinates.
The Lagrangian eqnations for the system may now be written as (17) As is well known, eq 18 and 19 lead to the following secular equations for the determination of the normal frequencies of vibrfLtion of the coordinates qz: or, (22) (23 ) where A= 47r z p 2(v= normal frequency). In the present method, in which 8;2 rather than G;2 is computed, it is convenient to convert eq 22 to the secular equation of a single matrix, in the form (24) In practice, F22 is diagonal, or nearly so, and therefore easily reciprocated. The roots of eq 24 are, of course, the reciprocals of the A's.
It ment does not apply to the elements for the external coordinates, but these are just the elements of G that may be ignored) . From these considerations it is obvious that the calculation of G;2 is to be preferred when all or most of the internal coordinates are included in the calculation (so that the number of coordinates of type q3 is zero or small ). On the other hand, 8;2 is often to be preferred in calculations by the semirigid molecule approximation as the number of coordina tes of the type q3 is then relatively large, and the number of coordinates remaining in the calculation (type qz) is relatively small.
If the molecule has the symmetry of one of the point groups, the internal coordinates fall into sets equivalent under the group. The coordinates in an eq11ivalent set may be transformed into each other by the operations (rotations and reflections) of the group. In this case, just as is the case when working with the reciprocal kinetic-energy mtarix [4, 5] , it is desirable to construct new coordinates, symmetry coordinates, which are linear combinations of equivalent internal coordinates, and which reduce the group. That is, the symmetry coordinates are chosen in sllch a way that each transforms according to one of the irreducible representations of the group. The advantage of the use of symmetry coordinates is, that there are no interaction elements in the kinetic-or potentialenergy matrices between coordinates which transform according to different irreducible representations. The matrices therefore factor into submatrices (the number of identical submatrices for each representation is equal to the dimension, or degeneracy, of the representation), and the secular equation factors into the corresponding equations of lower degree [6 , 7] .
It will now be shown that the symmetry coordinates may be constructed either before or after applying the transformation of eq 7, provided that none of the symmetry coordinates involve linear combinations of coordinates of types ql and q2. vVith this restriction the symmetry coordinates may be represented by (25) The matrices Un and U22 are usually, although not n ecessarily, orthogonal. The transformed kineti c energy ma tri:-;: is 
which is identical with the result obtained by transforming the original matrix S~2 of eq 16 by Un. It will also be observed that the matrix S;2 is unaffected by symmetry combinations ~ formed with the coordinates ql (such, for example,
I
as a rota tion of axes) .
"When Un is orthogonfl.l the transformed kineticenergy matrix is U 22 S;2 U22, but for nonorthogonal Un the general form U22 1S22U22 1 must be used. An illu stration of the use of a nonorthogonal transformation will occur in the calculations at the end of this paper.
C a lculation of the Kinetic -Energy Matrix (a) Equations for Generalized Coordinates
Explicit formula s for the calculation of the elements of the kinetic-energy matrix for generalized " internal coordin n,tes a,re presented in this section. D enote by m t the mass of the ith atom, and by R t the position vector of the ith atom with respect , to a point stationary in an inertilll system. Then ~. the kinetic energy of the system of particles is (28) where Rt is the vector velocity of the ith atom.
It will be assumed here, as in the preceding section, that th e positions of the n particles are pecified by 3n generalized coordinates q, some of which, as before, remain zero for a semirigid molecule. 6 ' VVe may then defin e a set of vectors,
• In t his sectioll specific cool'dinates will be indicated by letter subscripts, as qm and qn.
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Thus S mt is a vector poinLin o' in the direction in which the ith atom moves when qm increases from zero (for the eq uilibrium configuration) to a small positive value, all other q' remaining zero, and the magnitude of S mt is eq ual to the displacement of the ith atom per unit change in qm' Then, (30) and 2T= ~mi(~S m;.q ",}(~Slliqn )
But from eq 1,
where S mn is the clemen t in the mth row and nth column of the symmetric kin etic-ene rgy matrix S. It follows from eq 31 and 32 that S mm= ~m i S mi ·Slni '
In order to proceed fur ther, define an orthogonal ystem of x, y, z,-axes in Lhe molecule, and denote the unit vecto rs, directed positively along the axes, by x, y, and z. Let the system be righ thanded, so that x X y= z. The position of the origin of the system, and the directions of the uni t vectors, must be uniquely determined with r espect to the molecule for any arbitrary (small) displacements of the internal coordinates, but the choice of axes is otherwise arbitrary. In paIticular, it is not necessary th at the origin be at the center of mass of the molec ule.
The coordin ates of the ith atom are Xi, Vi, and
For a given choice of axes these coordin ates are completely determined when the values of the internal coordinlltes are given. The position vector of the ith atom with respect to the origin is (35) Three of the generalized coordin ates will be taken to be the translations of the origin of the axes in the (instantaneous) directions of th e X-, Y-, and z-veetors. The r-vectors of eq 29 are identical for each atom, for each translation , and are simply the unit vectors (36) Three more coordinates will be taken to b e the three rotations, by angles CPx cpy and cpz about the X-, y-, and z-axes. The S-vectorsfol' these are easily shown to be the vector products,
For th e remaining coordinates, the (3n -6) internal coordinates, The elements for ro tation are the moments and products of inertia of the molecule about axes parallel to th e x,Y, z-axes, but pasf'ing through the center of mass of th e molecule,
The total mass of the molecule has been denoted by M, and the coordinates of the center of mass of the molecule, for the equilibrium configuration, 6 reductions of the scalar products of the s-vectors are made by the standard methods of vector analysis. The reduction process of eq 16 may then be applied explicitly to the t ranslations. In this r ed uction, SII in eq 4 and 16 r epresents the subma trix for translation, and is a 3 X 3 diagonal matrix, with each diagonal element equal to th e total mass of the molecule, M. S22 represen ts the su bmatr-Lx for rotations and internal coordinates, and 8 12 the subma trix for t he interaction of th ese coordinates with translation. The elements of S12 are simply the X-, y-, and z-components of lineal' momentum of the rotations (about the x , y, z-axes) and in ternal coordinates.
The reduced matrix for the rotations and intern al coordinates, corresponding to S~2 in eq 16, which is ob tained in this way may be written, The second term in eq 45 may also be written M (orM/ogm) 2, and therefore vanishes if the position of the crn ter of mass of the molecule is ind ependent of qm' Similarly, the second term in eq 46 is
M (ork(/ogm)'(orM/oqn), and vanishes if the center of mass is ind ep endent of either gm or qn (or both) .
However , the vanishing of the (equilibrium) vector r A{ is not, of itself, suffi cien t to cause these terms to vanish. The second terms in eq 45 and 46 represen t the kinetic rnergy of translation of the center of mass of the moleeule, and a rise in the reduction process of eq 16. The first terms in t hese equations represent the kinetic energy of th e internal coordin ates t omputed with respect to the arbitrary origin. Subtraction of the second term from the first yields K mm and K mn, which represent the kinetic energy of the internal coordinates computed with r espect to the instantaneous position of the center of mass. The set of atoms associated with the internal coordinate qm will be defined to inelude those atoms which move with respect to the x,Y,z-axes when the coordinate gm varies. This set is not to be regarded as fundamental, because the atoms included in it depend, in general, on the detinition of the axes. T he vector (or Joqm) vanishes by definition for all atoms not in the set associated with qm. As a result, the summations in eq 43 and 45 nee d extend only over the set of atoms associated with qm' In eq 46 the two summations in
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brackets extend over the ets of atoms associated with Om and q n, respectively, whereas the first summation in eq 46 extends only over those atoms included in both of these ets.
The final reduced kinetic-energy matrix is obtained from the matrix 40 by applying the reduction process of eq Hi to the rotations, and to any internal coordinates that do not appear in the po tential-en ergy expression. The element, s of the matrix of eq 40 are no t independent, in general, of the choice of the X,Y,Z-[l,xes, but the reduced matrix is independent of t.h e axes after the overall rotations h ave been removed. The reduced matrix is most easily obtained numerically, by applying th e reduction process of eq 10 to one row and column of the matrix at a time (so that in each step 8 11 in eq 16 is a matrix with a single clement) . This procedure makes it unn ecessary to r eciprocate directly th e su bmatrix for the coordinates that are to be removed . The equatio ns for the calculation of the kinet.icen ergy matrix for generali zed internal coord inates have been given in the preceding section. These equat ions may now be a,pplied to the two types of internal co ordinatcs which will be found useful in specifying the configuration of a semirigid molecul e. These are coordinates that represent eith er a translation or a rotation of their associated sets of atoms with respect to the x,Y,z-axes. Internal translational and ro tational coo rdinates will be r epresen ted by gt and qT, respectively, where qt is the distance of translation, and qT is the angle of rotation, bo th measurell from the equilibrium configu ra t ion. for translational and rotational coordinates, r espectively. Equations 47 and 48 may now be substituted in eq 42 to 46, to obtain the elem ents of the kin etic-energy m atrix·, eq 40, in vector form. These vecto r expressions may then be r educed by t h e usual m ethods to more useful scalar expressions involving the masses, momen ts of mass, and momen ts of inertia of the associated sets of atoms. The details of these reductions will b e omitted and only th e final formulas stated.
Some additional definitions will b e necessary. TIl(' total mass of th e set of atoms associated with a coordinate qm (m=f For each rotational coordinate, qT, define a set of orthogonal right-handed ~, 1' ) , t -axes, with th e origin at a point Xor , Yo r, Zor, on the axis of rotation, but otherwise aribtrary, and the ~-axis coinciding with th e axis of rotation . The direction cosines of th e t 1') , t -axes with respect to the x, y, z-axes, written in matrix form , are The determinant of t his matrix will be + 1 if both the x, y , Z-, and~, 7}, t -axes are right-handed .
The following moments and products of inertia of the set of atoms associated with IjT will be required,
I , is th e moment of inertia about the axis of rotation. The products of inertia, I,~ and I!~, vanish if (1) th e ~-axis is a twofold, or higher, axis of symmetry for the associated set of atoms; (2) the 1) , t -plan e is a plane of symmetry; or (3) if a threefold, or high er , axis of symmetry lies in the 1') , t -plane, and intersects the ~-axis . I,~ (but not n ecessarily I !,) vanish es if (1) the t, ~-plane is a plane of symmetry or (2) t he 7}-axis is a twofold axis of symmetry.
Let dr be the perpendicular distance from th e center of mass of t he set of atoms associated with 8 qT to the axis of rotation , or ~-axis, and let Ax, Ay , and Az be the direction cosines, with respect to the x,Y,z-axes, if the line along which this center of mass moves when q, increases from zero to a small positive valu e. That is, (5 1) and (52) where, (53) The sums in eq 50 and 53 extend ov er t he atoms associated with qr, Atoms on th e axis of rota tion are not associated with qT, according to the definition given in the preceding section. It may be more convenien t to calculate these quanti ties as follows. D efine a x, ay, and a z to be equ al to t heir r espective cofactors in thf' determinant, Before stating the formulas for the remaining elements, K mm, and K mn, of eq 40, it will be necessary to difrerentiate between conn ected and unconnected coordinates. If the sets of atoms associated with two coordinates qm and qn contain no \ atoms in common, the two coordinates will be said to be unconnected-otberwise tlley ar e connecled. 'Vhether two coordinates are conn ected 01' unconnected will be dependent, in general, on ). the way in which the x,Y, z-axes are defined. The only types of connected coordinates that will be considered are those for which the set of atoms for one coordinate, say q", is completely contained within the set of atoms for the other coordinate, qm' A special case is that in which the sets of atoms for qm and qn are identical. If qm and qn are un connected , this fact will be indicated explicitly by writing K mn(= K nm) as K m.n(= K n.m) .
If qm and qn are connected, and the set of atoms for q" is completely contained within the set of atoms for qm, then K rnnC = K nm) will be written 
IC .T= _ M-IM,MT~IT
(65 ) Tho symbols ~'r, ~T(t), and ~T(r')' represf'nL the following determinants:
In eq 70, II;~)', H~~) ' , andII;~) ', are the quantities calculated from cq 59 (with 1' =1") . When eq 61 applies, the first term III parenLheses Lll eq 70 red uces to, ( 
74)
If the center of mass of the set of atoms associated with a rotation, gr, lies on. the axis of rotation , so that cl,= O, fj r will be called a balaneed rotation. For a balanced rotation, H;;) = H~;)= H;~)= O , in eq 58, and there are obvious simplifications in eq 65 to 70, as ~IT = O (in addition t o dT= O). A balanced rotation may b e called accid en tally balanced if th e ~-axis is not an axis of symmetry of the associated set of atoms. Such cases are very unlikely to occur. As a rule, the ~-axis for a bafanced rotation will b e a twofold or high er axis of symm etry . . In this casp, II;~= h l;= O , and eq 59 is replaced by eq 61. However, it is not n ecessary that a rotation be balan ced for TI;~ and Is I; to vanish.
III.
Application to Propane, Toluene, and Ethylbenzene
Kinetic-Energy Matric es
The application of this m ethod t o certain vibrations in eth ylbenzen e will b e described in this section. In order to obtain the n ecessary force constan ts for ethylb enzen e, it also has b een necessary to set up the kinetic-en ergy matrices for propane and toluene. In the semiTigid model of eth ylbenz ene for which th e calculation has b een carried ou t, it is assumed that th e b enzen e ring and the attached hydrogen s move as a rigid body, and also that the methylene and m ethyl groups move as rigid bodies. That is, t h e force constants for all deformations of the b enz en e ring and attach ed hydrogens and for deformation of th e H -C -H angles in · the m ethylen e and m ethyl groups have b een set equal to infinity. The force constants for the stretching of the two C-C bonds in the ethy l group have also b een assumed inGnite. 7 In order that the force constants obtained from the observed frequen cies of propane and toluene . should be on a comparable basis, corresponding assumptions have been made for these molecules. The coordinates remaining in the problem are therefore th e rocking and twisting motions of these rigid groups.
The total number of internal coordinators in ethyl benzen e is 48; of these, 8 are retained in the present calculation, and 2 are assumed to have zero frequen cy . In calculating the kinetic-en ergy matrix by the present m ethod it is n ecessary to consider only these 10 internal coordinates, plus the 7 As no bond stretchings are incl uded in t he presen t calculations, they will not illustrate the usc of t he for mulas for translational internal coordinales given in section II, 2b.
3 over-all rotations, and then to remove the 5 coordinates of zero frequen cy, as discussed in section II, l. In order to obtain the reciprocal kinetic-en ergy matrix for the 8 in ternal coordinates, it would b e n ecessary to set the mat rix up for the 46 internal coordinates of nonzero frequen cy, and then to remove 38 coordinates, as discussed in section II, I .
B efore enumerating the coordinates, the symm etry properties of the molecules will b e reviewed briefly. The propan e molecllle has the symmetry O2, , with the nondegenerate representations A I, A 2 , BI , and B2• R epresentations A and B are symm etric and antisymmetric, respectively, to rotation by 180 d egrees about the twofold axis. R epresentations with s ubscripts 1 and 2 are symm etric and antisymmetric , r espectively, to reflection in the symmetry plane. The t oluene and ethylbenzene molecules have the symmetry GI ", with nondegenerate representations A' and A" , which are symmetric and antisymmetric, resp ectively, to reflection in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the b enzen e ring. 8 The notation adopted for the internal cOOl·di-nates is as follows. In-plane and out-of-plane (with r esp ect to the symmetry plane) rocking motions are denoted by O" j and 1i j, respectively. In addition the over-all . rotations about the x,Y,z-axes will be denoted by cj>x, cj> y, and CPz, resp ectively. 8 T he eq uilibrium configuration ass umed for the ethyl benzene rnoleclue is that in which t he plane of t he benzene ring is perpendicular to t he plane of t he C-C-C angle in the ethyl group. '[' he angle of rotation of t he methyl groups in t hese molecules does not affect the quantities enteri ng into the calculations.
, The axes for met hyl and methylene rocking pass t hrough the carbon atoms of t he CR, and CR , groups, res pectively , so tbat these are motions of tbe hydrogen atom s only. T he axis for ethyl rockin g passes t brough t he phenyl carbon atom, se that t be entire C,R, group moves as a unit . Tbe motion in toluene of t be entire CH, grou p as a unit abo ut an axis t brough the phenyl carbon atom has been called "methyl group" rocking to distinguish it from methyl rocking. Methyl rocking may con veniently be denoted by CH, rocking, and methyl group rocking by -CH, rocking.
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In the case of propane it is necessary to constru ct the following symmetJ'Y coordinates:
The e transformations are orthogonal, with the " matrix, \ From eq 26 there are obtainr.d the relations
where (CT+, CT+) is the diagonal element in the kinetic-energy matrix for CT+, (CT+, CT-) is the clement connecting CT+ and CT-(equal to (CT-, CT+) ), etc. q represents any coordinate other than CTI, CT2, CT+, or (J-. Similar relations hold for the 7f and ¢ coordil1atr.s. The elements for the internal coordinates are first calculated from the equations given in cction II, 2b, and the elements for the symmetry coordinates are then ca.lculated from eq 76.
The notation used for tb e coordinates, their symmetries or representations, and thei.r conventional descriptions are summarized in table 1. Interaction terms in the kinetic-and potentialenergy matrices b etween coordinates belonging to different r epresentations vanish identically. • The coordinates above tbe dasbed line in eacb representa tion were removed from tbe kinetic-energy matrices (see text).
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TA RLE I.-Notation and symmetTY for coordinates
The dimensions used in the calculations are as follows. Th e benzene ring was assumed to be a plane hexagon, with the length of the C -C bonds 1.39 angstrom units. The other bond lengths, in angstrom units, were 1.54 for the C -C bonds in propan e and in the alkyl groups (including the bond joining the alkyl group to the ring [8] ), 1.09 for the C -H bonds in propane and the alkyl groups, and 1.08 for the C -H bonds on the benzen e ring. T etrahedral angles were assumed in propane and in the alkyl groups. In every case the numerical values of t he elem ents of the kinetic-energy matrices (tables 2 and 3) have the units of mass in atomic-weight units multiplied by the square of a length in angstrom units. A lated previously , th e interm ediate steps in t he calculation are dependent upon the cboice of x,Y,z-axes, bu t the final kinetic-energy matrices (after r emoval of over-all rotation) are not. Th e calculations for propane ar e describ ed in some detail in order to illustrate the method, and the choice of axes for propane will therefore b e stated. The x-and z-axes wer e taken in the plane of tlw 0 -0 -0 angle, with t.he origin at th e vertex of the angle, and the z-axis pisecting the angle. Th e z-a:\is ther efore remains a twofold axis of symm etry as the C -O-O angle is deformed. Th e origin is not at t he center of mass of the molecule .
Th e coordinate a in propane is most easily trrated as follows. By definition the z-axis bisects the 0 -0 -0 angle. D eno te the changes in these two half-angles by al and az. The kinetic-energy matri.x is first set up for a , and az, and then the following transformation is carri ed out:
The second equation is merely the condi tion that the z-axis bisect the 0 -0-0 angle when the latter is deform ed . The elem ents in th e kinet.icenergy matrix for (al-a2) arc then ignored. The non orthogonal matrix of this transformation is Equation 26 leads to th e relations
where q is any coordina te other than ai , a2, or a.
The following r emarks apply to th e calculat ion of the clements of th e unreduced kinetic-en ergy matrix, eq 40, for propane. If the origin of th e ~, TI , s--axes (the point X or, Yor, zor) is located at th e carbon a tom on the ~-axis (or at any poin t on th e ~-axis for the balanced 1'0 ta tions c/ >l, c/>2, an d c/>3), th en lE~ and I rE, vanish in each case, and H~V, HVl, and H~ll may b e calculated from eq 6 l.
H~V , H~~, and H~2l vanish for the balanced rota-
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Ooord in aLcs with difl'eren t sub scripts (1, 2, or 3) ar e uncoJ1Jleeted, and K "" is ca lculated from eq 69, K "" vani h es if either rotation is balanced (c/>-coordinates), or if th e directions of motion of th e centers of ma s arc perpendi cular (thus 7f-coordinates ar e perpendi cular to (J'-and a-coordinates), Ooordinates with th e sa m e subscripts are conn ected, and K",,) is obtained from eq 70 (the fir t term being given by eq 74) , From a consideration of the directions of tho ~-axes, and th e directions of motion of the centers of mass, for each co ordinate, it is r ea dily seen that the only terms tha.t do no t vanish aro K a.i(ut)
The numerical values of the clem ents of th o matrices of eq 40 (one matrix for each rrpl'esentation) are given for propane in table 2. The n ext step is th e removal of th e over-all rotations by th e reeiu ction process of eq 16. In th o sub equent calculations the frequencies of tho C/> , and c/>2 in ternal coordinatos (methyll'otations in propane and tolu en e, and m ethyl a nd ethyl ro tations in ethylbenzene) have been assumed to be zero , This is justifiable because the po ten tial barri ors for those rotations 10 correspond to sufflciently low frequ en cies fo[, small oscillations from th e equilibrium co nfi guration. The coordinates c/>] and c/>2 h ave, therefore, also been l'E'movE'd by the redu ction process of eq 16,
The final r educed kinetic-energy ma.trices, one £01' ea.ch r epre en tation, for each molecule, arc shown in table 3,
. Calculation of Frequencies
The force constants are now to be evaluated from the observcd frequencies of propane and tolu ene. These force constants may then be substituted in the secular equation for ethylbenzono to yield calculated frequ encies for the latter molecule.
Tho frequ ency assignment for propane h as been takon from Pitzer [9] , and the assignmen t for tolu en e from PitZ<'r and Scott [10] , Th e frequencies (v) arc summaJ'izrd in table 4 . The normal coordinates arc mixtures of the coordinates in each representation, and when this mixing is appreciable it is not possible to assign the frequencies in each representation to the coordinates wiLhout some ambiguity. However , the pairing indicated is fairly cer tain. Previou s investigators have assigned the two B2 frequencies as 71"-(748) and 71"3 (1179) , bu t the assignment of these frequencies in table 4 is supported by (1) the force constan ts obtained for CP3, <13, and 71"3, which shou ld have approximately the proportions 2,1, and 1, r espectively (these figures assume that interaction constants are negligible, and that the main constants arise from the constants for the four C-C-J-I angles), and (2) the approximate equality of th e force constants ob tained for 71"-and <1-. The n ext column of table 4 gIves the valu e of A (eq 22 to 24) in the units
The last column shows th e calculated values for the force constants, k, as calculated from the secular equations. They are the diagonal elem ents in the po ten tial energy, or F, ma trix (off-diagonal elements have b een set equal to zero as there are not sufficien t data to determine them) . The units of these force constants corres-14 pond to the units that have been used for A and for the kinetic-energy matrices in table 3; in the rever se calculation for ethylbenzen e the frequencies are again obtained in c'tn-I . Sym· metry S ubstit ution of these force constants in the secular equations for ethylbenzene then yields the values of A, and the calculated frequencies, shown in the last t wo col umns of table 5 . The observed frequencies for ethylbenzene are discussed in t he next section.
IV. Vibrational Frequencies of
Ethylbenzene lowest frequencies of vibration of the benzene rin g and also · of the frequ encies associated with the vibration of th e eth~TI g roup. The remainin g L Clquencies w -re tak en from the assignment for toluen e [10] . A complete frequency assignment for ethyl benzene at thi s time is impracticable.
Several workers have reported Raman sp ectra [1~" A, 15, 16, 17, 18] and infrared spectra [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] for ethylbenzene. The lowest observed frequ encies in the Raman spectrum of I'thylbenzene, are, approximately, 154, 305 (weak)
;:)9 (weak), 452, 485, 538 (weak), 553 (weak), and 620 cm-1 . The frequencies 480, 567, and 617 cm-I have been reported in the infrared spectrum in this region. It will be helpful to list the six lowest frequenci es of toluene, as assigned by Pitzer and Scott [10]: 11 , 216 (R ); 18b, 340 (R ) ; 16a, 405 (R); 16b, 467 (R ) ; 6a, 521 (R ); and 6b, 622 (R , IR). Th c first number des ignates the mode of vibration (sec fi g. 6, of Pitzer and Scott), the second is the freq ueney in em -I, and Rand IR refer to the presen ce of the line in the Raman or th e infrared spectrum, respectively .
The vibrations 11 and 18b correspond principally to the rocking of the alkyl group perpendicular to and parallel to the plane of the benzen e ring, r espectively. The freq uen cies of these modes in ethylbenzene were calculated as 137 cm-I for 11 and 320 cm -1 for 18b by m eans of the ap proximate normal coordinate analysis of section III (these vibrations were denoted by cY2 a nd 7r 2, l'espectively, in that section) . The only possibility foJ' the assignment of the 154 cm-1 frequen cy is therefore mode 11. The mod e 18b was assigned t he cal cul ated frequ ency of 320 cm-I • The freq uency observed at 305 em-1 may easily be the overtone of 154 cm-I .
Th e mode 16a has a frequency of 400 cnc l in benzene an d 405 cm-I in toluene. The observed frequency at 399 cm-1 in ethylbenzene may r epresent 16a, or an overlap of 16a with the carbon skeletal bending in the ethyl group, which should fall at about 380 cm-I • The toluene value, 405 cnc1,was retained for ethylbenzene. The mode 16b has the frequency 467 cm-I in toluene ; th e nearest observed frequency in the sp ectrum of ethylbenzene, 452 cm -1 , was assigned to this
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724217-47-2 mode. The mode 6a in tolu en e gives rise to a relatively intense line at 521 cm -I . The variation of the freq uency of the mode 6a in other monosubstituted benzenes, as a function of the mass of t he attached group [12] , indicates that 6a should be lowered somewhat in ethyl benzene, since t he effective mass of the ethyl group in this mode is considerably greater than that of a m ethyl group. Therefore, the frequency 485 cm-t, which is the strongest observed line in this region, was assigned to 6a. The mode 6b has a freq uen cy of 606 cm-I in benzene, 622 cm-I in toluen e, and r emains essentially unchanged in frequen cy in other monosubstituted benzene r12]. The frequency observed in ethylbenz ene at 620 cm -1 was therefore ass igned to 6b. The mode 7a, which is principally the stretching of th e C -C bond joining th e alkyl group to the ring, has a freq uency of 1,2 10 cm-I in toluene.
As a strong lin e app ea rs at about 1,200 cm-I in th e ethylbenzene Raman sp ectrum, the toluene frequency was retain ed for 7a . The othel' C-C str etching mode in the ethyl group wa.s ass igned th e frequency of the strong line at 965 em-I in the Raman spectrum of ethylbenzen e as th is is close to the average of the two carbon-carbon stretching freq uencies of 868 and 1,053 cm-I in propane [9] . The symmetry that splits th ese two compon en ts in propane is absent in ethylbenzene. The symmetrical hydrogen bending in the methyl group was assigned the frquency 1,385 cm-I , and th e doubly degenerate unsymmetri cal bending the frequency 1,460 cm-I . The symmetrical hydrogen bending in th e methylene group was assign ed th e value 1,460 cm-1 . Th e value 2,960 cm-1 was assigned th e C-I-J stretchin gs in the m ethyl and m ethylene groups. These assignments were made on the basis of the freq uen cies of these modes in propan e and toluene, and to some extent on the basis of the spectrum of ethylbenzen e.
The r emaining frequ encies of vibration of the ethyl group were assigned values calculated by means of th e approximate normal coordinate analysis of section III (see tables 1 and 5).
The complete frequency assignment for ethylbenzene is shown in tab le 6. Let t he coordin ates ql be divided into t \\'o groups, Ii. a nd q b, a nd p a r t it ion 8 11 in to t he co rrespondin g submat rices. The n t he kin e ti c e nergy matri x, eq 4, bee-omes 
Sa2 8bZ
8 "
The removal of t h e cross terms in t he k inetic ene rgy that contain Qa leads to t he red uced mat r ix and t h e removal of the rema inin g cross terms that contain qb leads to the final reduced matri x fo r the coordinates q2, 11 See section II, 1 (following eq . J6). 
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w her e Eaa a nd l~"" arc uni t m at ri ces. But th e l a~t r el atio n is eas il y ve ri fied b.v mu l t i p ly in g out t he Illatri ces on t he left . Th is estab lishes the t heo rem wb en ql is divided into two gr oup s; the t ru th of t he theorem for an.v num ber o f g ro ups f otlo \\',; b.v induct ion .
